
Discover the power of switching to electric

The LG Home 8 Energy Storage System (ESS) doesn’t just offer backup energy. It provides  
power when you need it most. In fact, its capabilities extend even further, thanks to an innovative 
design that seamlessly complements all LG appliances and HVAC systems– especially those 
using heat pump technology.

Enjoy life, uninterrupted.

What will you do when  
the power goes out?

The power hub 
of your home
The Home 8 empowers you to embrace the idea of 
home electrification. How? By enabling the smooth, 
continuous storage and management of the energy that 
powers your household electric systems and appliances.

Home 8 opens the door to a more eco-friendly and  
cost-effective lifestyle. Its energy storage capabilities 
allow you to harness power at optimal times, take 
advantage of energy-saving opportunities, and positively 
impact the environment.

Home 8 Energy Storage System



Take charge of  
your energy future.
Are you ready to improve your home’s energy 
efficiency, power reliability, and environmental 
impact? Ask an LG ESS specialist about adding  
the Home 8 to your household energy mix.

lg.com/ess

LG Home 8 Energy Storage System Benefits

Renewable
Energy Integration
Stores excess energy from 
renewable sources like solar 
panels, using it to power 
selected appliances

Smart Control 
& Monitoring
By integrating with LG’s ThinQ® 
app, you can control energy usage 
from a mobile device, improving 
efficiency and maximizing savings

Stores power during off-peak 
hours, then lets you use it during 
peak usage times, extreme 
weather, and high-demand periods

Backup Power 
& Grid Support
A cleaner, more reliable power 
backup than fueled generators, 
it also reduces strain on your 
community’s power grid

Peak Energy 
Load Shifting
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Efficiency with 
Home Appliances
Allows you to manage energy 
fluctuations and delivers reliable power 
to appliances when you need them most

Max Efficiency with LG ThinQ® Appliances
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